“The assistance to come up with an effective solution that meets the project specifications is
appreciated”
“The breakdown of time and material billing costs on invoices really helps manage costs and
provides the level of details needed for Hormel Engineers to properly manage their projects”
“Great job going above and beyond expectations on the Osceola Racking Job. Your Knowledge
of previous racking modifications projects was able to pass on an improved detail to a new
location”
“Lysne does a great job of completing a job on schedule”
“Work in Knoxville has exceeded expectations as far as schedule is concerned. They were able
to turn around the room three days early”
“Positive feedback in regards to schedule compliance and getting projects completed within
tight construction windows”
“Lysne Superintendents are always very helpful when trying to solve a new problem by
offering their insight or talking to other industry contacts they have to help solve the issue.
The time and material billing system is very easy to understand and is very useful.”
“Lysne has a great team in the Austin Plant on a daily basis. Excellent attitude and handles a
great load of projects with ease. Due to daily meetings, we are always on top of the progress
that is being made”
“Lysne does an excellent job of estimating and bidding projects”
“They are one of the contractors that you just know will “own” their project work and get it
done right. I do not have to worry about them violating QA or safety policies”
“Email communication with the Superintendents has been a great addition. This has allowed
documents to be sent directly to the jobsite as well as a way to document conversations”
“Overall excellent final product for the Algona Dry room project that was within our budget”
“Lysne was tasked with an immediate repair for the replacement of the bar joist on the north
end. They did an excellent job completing with an extremely short notice”
“Prepared for the morning contractors meetings and is able to provide information on what is
being wired on that day and in the future. This level of communication is greatly
appreciated”
“Lysne did a great job on a recent main door installation at Burke Foods”
“The crew and project leads at the Austin plant do a good job of coordinating all the weekend
project work and making sure it is completed”
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“We value the thoughtful design input provided by AJ Lysne to Hormel and how you assume
ownership for a project by treating Hormel’s money as if it were your own”
“Overall the crews show a great sense of urgency when working on project with strict
deadlines and work with the plants to minimize shutdowns”
“Good communication when issues come up that needs to be clarified”
“Punch list items were minimized and handled quickly”
“Great job to the superintendents for their communication with their plant contacts when
changes come up or issues are encountered”
“Project has been a success due to the ownership taking in the project A J Lysne”
“AJ Lysne has a great attention to detail and awareness to keep owners equipment clean and
undamaged”
“Lysne is great at meeting tight deadlines and doing the job right”
“The skilled craftsmen always have a good handle on how to handle our needs.”
“Lysne is continuously finding ways to save money through their knowledge of the facility and
equipment”
“The Knoxville mezzanine project went very well. AJ Lysne worked with several
subcontractors to get the best pricing”
“Excellent marks and comments on schedule compliance, cost/budget control, and
communication/ documentation”
“Lysne does a great job making sure that all the requirements are met”
“Schedule compliance is on or ahead of schedule”
“Lysne is doing very well on the data Center Project. They are doing a good job of making up
lost time and keeping costs under control. Communications has been good”
“Conformance to requirements is one of AJ Lysne Contracting’s strong areas. They assume full
ownership of each project and are willing to challenge us if something does not look or seen
right, which helps the work get done right the first time”
“Does what it takes to meet the requirement and schedule”
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“They proved once again to be reliable and quick at assisting us in an emergency situation as
they are in the more routine construction services. It is nice to know that we have such a
quality company as AJ Lysne to count on”
“I wanted to commend your crews for a successful project, it was a long weekend and
everyone did a great job of staying on task and taking care of business we stayed ahead of
schedule and on budget. It doesn’t get much better than that. I personally appreciate how
easy and personable it is to work with your men, you have some real talent in your company”
“The honesty, work ethics and integrity of AJ Lysne was a tremendous relief to us. Our
experience in this expansion project was better than we could have imagined. Al was
continuously available to answer questions and address items needed to keep our project on
schedule.”
“Our projects were successful and the work was high quality, I would recommend you to
future clients”
“Your employees provided us with not only top quality service and a highly skilled level of
workmanship but also made that special effort to make this project exactly what we wanted,
IUOE Local 49 wants you to know that your company’s high level of experience resulted in a
building that has been built to suit our expectations and that we are very proud of”
“As a result of their efforts and planning, the switch out went smoothly and our Company
suffered minimal downtime. It is because of employees like yours that Hormel can make the
quality products we do”
“AJ Lysne provides superior workmanship on new construction and remodeling work. They are
very knowledgeable and solution-oriented”
“AJ Lysne Contracting does their best to complete work during the week on straight time
basis, and strives to take full ownership of their projects”
“Saves us time and money on many projects”
“Great job done by their crew in the time allotted”
“Communication and coordination was excellent”
“AJ Lysne Contracting’s work continues to be well thought out and efficiently completed.
Excellent coordination with other contractors employed on-site and our plant engineers to
avoid conflicts with production”
“Algona floor chiller project went very well”
“Lysne makes sure that the work they do has quality. If there is a question the work is redone”
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“Lysne makes sure they have the information needed to do the job right the first time.
Bringing in subcontractor for pot holing underground utilities save the project the cost of two
drilled piers and two grade beams and eliminated the risk of damaging the high pressure
sprinkler main and high voltage electrical line”
“The group treated this project as though they were working on their own property”
“Excellent communication when work changes or something is found that will affect cost”
“Specs are as promised”
“The work on the evap condenser and water sump enclosure was exemplary. Outstanding
communications with the design team and subcontractors”
“Always meets requirements”
“Follows up to ensure proper start-up”
“Schedule compliance on projects was excellent. Very adaptable to Owner- generated
changes”
“Continues to do an excellent job in the plant”
“Kept us on schedule for the stuffing island changes”
“Communication and conformance to the requirement on the Austin dry room #1 project is
second to none”
“All work was completed excellently”

“No problems whatsoever”
“Good communicator and stays on the project until completion”
‘Project requirements changes were accommodated appropriately”
“Good communications and coordination”
“Took ownership of the dry room project from the beginning to make sure the schedule was
attainable at the lowest cost”
“Completed all tasks on time and on budget”
“Crew has always done a very good job”

“Coordination is excellent”
“The work was scheduled well and things went together well”
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“Continuing to coordinate exceptionally well with our plant operations to the various project
in our plants”
“AJ Lysne Contracting crews excel at completing projects within our installation schedules”
“Completed in roughly half the scheduled time”
“The diverse experience skills of their crews helps them meet the requirements of a variety
of projects we involve them in”
“AJ Lysne crews continue to excel at completing projects on time, under budget, and
according to requirements. Their crews earned compliments for their efficiency,
professionalism, and common courtesy shown to Hormel employees and other contractors
while completing difficult work within Owner dictated time constraints”
“Excellent coordination of work at Algona, Knoxville and the Austin sustainability project”
“Excellent response to emergency transformer replacement, good communication with both
the Hormel Foods personal and other contractors”
“Willing to help out wherever needed on the casings project”
“Did a good job of communicating on the boiler stack economizer project”
“Project managers in the plant and corporate all spoke very highly of AJ Lysne Contracting”
“They look for ways to do work the most economically, and treat our money as their own”
“Willingly participated extensively with the stand redesign and foundation selections process
that helped achieve the best design at the optimum cost”
“Excellent communication and coordination for the refrigeration equipment stands at Lloyd’s
BBQ”
Office personal excel at keeping estimates, purchase orders and invoices coordinated, and
have improved the AIA-style payment application to include key information needed by our
account payable system”
“Continues to look for more efficient ways to construct platforms and components”
“Work always meets requirements, completed on or ahead of schedule”
“The flooring and dock leveler work in Algona went smoothly”

“Excellent work on the Brine tank, doing it right the first time when small obstacles arose”
“Excellent communication and coordination with personnel”
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“Special recognition was also given to how well office personal are handling the numerous
purchase orders and invoices”
“AJ Lysne is doing an excellent job of treating Hormel’s money as their own on the Lloyds BBQ
condenser stand and Austin boiler stack heat recovery as we work through design obstacles”
“Work always meets PO requirements, completed at or ahead of schedule”
“The stainless steel oven floor replacement in Knoxville was completed a day ahead of
schedule amidst changing production schedules”
“The emergency transformer replacement work completed by AJ Lysne’s crew was an
exemplary example of efficiency, teamwork, and communication”
“Work is completed at least cost to meet requirements”
“Crews are excellent in the field, expeditious, always build it right, constantly thinking of
better ways to do their work, and aggressively pursue solutions to unexpected discovers and
owner generated changes”
“Once requirements are defined, they take responsibility to get the job done on time and in
compliance with the requirements. They are proactive in looking for ways to complete the
work most expeditiously and, consequently, economically”
“Livestock expansion project was completed within 4% of budget, despite numerous design
changes. Cost tracking is very good. Communication and adapting to change have been
excellent”
“Input into design is very good”
“Cost tracking is very good”
“Communication and adapting to change have been excellent”
“U of M Swine and research was a large and complicated project that required the
coordination of numerous contractors and suppliers not directly hired by Lysne. Coordination
went well despite the complex nature of the work involved”
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